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The Great Bible Race was a
success. There were many fun
activities within the treasure
boxes that were picked
up each week. Each week the treasure box would be
picked up at a secret location figured out by 3 key words
hidden within each puzzle. The words would then be put
into a special app that would reveal the secret location.

The Youth had a fun SocialDistanced meet-up where they
played water games like: a relay
race where you had to throw the
water into the air and have
another person catch it in their
bucket and then throw it to the
next person and get it all the way
down the line and then dump it
into a bin at the end, a frozen
tee-shirt challenge where 2
people from each 3-person team
had to take a frozen shirt and
think of creative ways to get it to
thaw out. The teams had to
hurry though because the first
team to get both participating
members to put on the shirts
would win a point. The team with
the most points at the end of the
event would get first pick for a
gift card. The other team would
get the remaining gift card.

More Pictures from the Youth
Water Wars

It was a
fun event!

it was a great
way to cool
off!

It was a super
wet event!

Announcements/ Reminders
all throughout May as well
The newsletter will remain
virtual until further notice.
If you are missing a copy of
one of the past newsletters,
and would like to have it, check
the NUMC website under
News and Info>>>Past Youth
Newsletters. All editions have
been posted now.

Look out for more
pictures of the fun
and crazy games that
the youth plays.
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